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COMPONENTS:

- **REALISTIC GOALS AND CLEAR DIRECTION(S)**
- **BROAD AND INCLUSIVE CONSENSUS**
- **PRIORITIZATION OF ACTIVITIES**
- **INDUSTRIAL PLAN (METHODS AND PROCESSES)**
- **FEASIBILITY AND SUSTAINABILITY OF THE LOCAL AND GLOBAL PROCESS**
- **EXPECTED SHORT, MEDIUM AND LONG TERMS OUTPUTS**
- **MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS BUT ALSO FLEXIBILITY WITH RESPECT TO THE CONTRIBUTION FROM COUNTRIES**
STRATEGIC VIEW

SOME EXAMPLES:

REALISTIC GOALS
- To represent the benchmark for data not based on registers
- To invest selectively on new data based on data integration
- To gain more flexibility and relevance with experimental data
- To integrate national and international statistics
- To increase consistency and reputation

UNREALISTIC GOALS
- To expand statistical production to cover all alternative data
- To reach a global leadership in technology and big data
THE MANDATE OF THIS COMMITTEE

FACTS/PERCEPTIONS BY MEDIA, DATA USERS AND SOME POLICY MAKERS

- Potential decline of official structural business data
- Increasing vulnerability along the pipeline (STS, SBS, NA)
- Limited relevance
- Scarce responsiveness to emerging phenomena and user needs

COMMITTEE MANDATE

- To start a reflection on the determinants of facts/perceptions
- To give advice on the impact of emerging phenomena
- To highlight potential solutions to reduce vulnerability and to increase relevance
- To promote possible solutions to meet user needs
- To strengthen the network of international cooperation
THE PERIMETER OF ACTIVITIES

PERIMETER BASED ON MACRO-SECTORS AND PRODUCTION PIPELINE

- Industry and non financial services
- Business registers, short terms and structural statistics

...broad approach...

- Non profit organization
- Public sector
- Agriculture
- Informal sector

PERIMETER BASED ON RELEVANCE AND BUSINESS REGISTERS

- Selected phenomena: globalization, digitalization, etc
- Linked to the registers: only issues directly related to "enterprises" can be considered.
MOST PROMISING AREAS OF WORK

Selection of issues that can be important to both increase the relevance and reduce the vulnerability of business statistics

- Digitalisation
- Globalisation
- Social responsibility
- Informal economy
- Entrepreneurship
- New types of jobs
- Information gap between structural and short terms figures
A SUSTAINABLE AND EFFECTIVE APPROACH

THE BUSINESS REGISTER AND DATA INTEGRATION APPROACH LEADS TO

- A centralized and efficient system of production
- Maximize the impact on data users through integration
- Work on priorities (influential enterprises)
- Reduce vulnerability of business statistics
- Increase coherence and consistency of the data
- Improve the reputation of a NSI
International Cooperation

Only limited results can be achieved at the national level.

There is a strong need for international cooperation:

- Exchange of knowledge and best practices
- Exchange of data
- Reduction of costs in retrieving global data
- Coordination in the production of experimental data
- Joint production of new indicators based on bilateral legal agreement
- Set up a community of expertise and knowledge to increase the visibility and reputation of official statisticians in this area